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PUT ON YOUR 
THINKING CAP AND 

TICKLE YOUR BRAIN! 

Singapore Airlines 
presents 36 highly 

entertaining 
Nintendo games 
for your gaming 
pleasure. You'll 
never be bored 

when you  y 
with SIA!
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Nintendo®

Blackthorne�™

Street Fighter II�™

Mega Man X�™
Control Mega Man and destroy Dr Wily!

Dr. Mario�™

The Brainies�™

Super Bonk�™

Hal's Hole In One Golf�™

Final Fight®

The Lost Vikings�™ Postcard Puzzle�™

The Legend Of Zelda®: 
A Link To The Past

Shanghai II®: 
Dragon's Eye

Kirby's Dream Course�™

Panel De Pon

Noughts and Crosses 
(Tic-Tac-Toe)

Pro Mahjong KiwameBoxing Legends Of 
The Ring�™

Super Adventure 
Island�™

F-Zero®

Claymates�™

Hangman

Hagane®

Lost Vikings 2�™

Prehistorik Man�™

Games  
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PC Games

Super Play Action 
Football®

Pulijudam
The ancient strategy game needing skill not luck.Super Mario All-Stars�™

Tetris�™ & Dr. Mario�™

Super Soccer

Vegas Stakes®

Alquerque

Go Moku

TabulaMerels

ReversiLatrunculi

Super Punch Out!!�™

Super Ghouls 'N 
Ghosts�™

Super Mario World�™

Tetris Attack�™

Super Tennis

Super Solitaire

Wario's Woods�™

French Solitaire

Ur

SenetMancala

Puluc

TM and ® are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.
Game trademarks and copyrights are the property of their 
respective owners.  © 2000 Nintendo of America Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Singapore Airlines is one of the most recognized and respected travel 

brands in the world. As an industry leader, Singapore Airlines offers 

service to 64 destinations in 35 countries around the globe.

Offering the youngest fleet of aircraft available, state-of-the-art cabin 

features and products that set the new industry standard for the finest 

quality air travel, Singapore Airlines’ inflight enter-tainment systems 

includes over 1,000 entertainment options.

As the winner of several major awards, Singapore Airlines has 

received recognition for its customer service excellence and inflight 

entertainment. One of the most widely known travel brands, Singapore 

Airlines caters to an international and influential passenger clientele.

KEY AWARDS RECEIVED IN 2010

Best Airline in the World (2nd year) 

by Telegraph ‘Ultras’ Travel Awards, UK

  Best Asian Airline Serving the Middle East (9th consecutive year) 

by Business Traveller Middle East Award

World’s Best Global Airline, Best Airline in Asia 

by Global Finance Magazine Global Finance Award (Airline), USA

2010 Best First Class Airline 

by Luxury Travel and Style Magazine, Australia 

Best Full Service Airline 

by AsiaOne People’s Choice Awards, Singapore

2010 Travel Poll Asia’s Best Airline (14th consecutive year) 

by Asiamoney, Hong Kong
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PASSENGER PROFILE

Singapore Airlines’ passengers are an affluent, upmarket, and influential audience for advertisers.

NATIONALITY

Australia 16.1%

Singapore 15.6%

India 6.7%

Japan 6.5%

China 5.6%

Indonesia 4.3%

New Zealand 3.7%

Philippines 3.3%

Malaysia 3.3%

Taiwan 1.8%

South Korea 0.9%

Brunei 0.9%

Asia Pacific 68.7%

United Kingdom 8.6%

Germany 3.7%

France 2.1%

Netherlands 2.1%

Scandinavia 1.7%

Switzerland 1.6%

Italy 0.8%

Other Europe 1.2%

Europe 21.8%

United States 6.9%

Canada 1.2%

Americas 8.1%

South Africa 1.4%

Africa 1.4%

GENDER

Male 64.8%

Female 35.2%

AGE

35 & Below 33.8%

36 – 50 39.5%

Above 50 26.7%

OCCUPATION (TOP 3)

Professional /Consultant 21.3%

Middle Management 20%

Senior Management 19%

TRAVEL PURPOSE

Leisure 44.9%

Business 34.3%

Business & Leisure 8.8%

Other 12%

PASSENGER FIGURES

Average of 1, 360, 000 

passengers per month
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KRISWORLD

KrisWorld, Singapore Airlines’ guide for inflight entertainment, offers 

easy-to-use content and listings that are accessible and engaging. 

Appealing and informative, KrisWorld celebrates the extensive 

onboard entertainment selections that are available on Singapore 

Airlines’ flights. The magazine also features compelling entertainment 

content such as behind–the-scenes looks into the latest movies, star 

profiles and artist bios to captivate the passenger and introduce them 

to the vast world of entertainment on board.

Using informative and easy to follow listings, KrisWorld is a user-

friendly addition to the state-of-the art onboard interactive 

entertainment systems making it a must-see publication for 

anyone flying on Singapore Airlines. 

PUBLICATION DETAILS

Frequency Monthly

Language English

Readership 1,360,000 passengers per month

Print Run 65,000 per issue

Distribution  Inside every seat pocket on all 

Singapore Airlines flights
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Music Highlights
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The Carpenters, The Ramones, The 
Jonas Brothers �– popular music has 
always had its share of acts with a 
sibling or two to spare. In forming 
family groups, musicians expose their 
relationships to the world, which can 
lead to any number of difficulties, 
as well as triumphs. Oasis�’ Noel 
and Liam Gallagher spent most of 
the 1990s squabbling over minor 
issues, much to the amusement of 
the thousands who watched. But 
eventually the tension took its toll on 
the Mancunians. On leaving the band 
last year, Noel openly claimed he 
�‘simply could not go on working with 
Liam a day longer�’. 

Other sibling sob stories include 
The Beach Boys�’ Dennis Wilson 
streaking on stage during live 
performances, much to the dismay of 
his band member brothers, Brian and 
Carl �– as well as the police.

When it works, genetics can do 

wonders for a music act, though. 
The Jackson 5 were a case in point. 
In sharing similar doses of musical 
talent, the clan formed an awe-
inspiring onstage presence. Fast-
forward to the modern day and Kings 
Of Leon�’s Nathan, Jared, Matthew and 
Caleb Followill are a musical force, 
selling out super-arenas and festival 
headlining slots the world over.

Playing on board this month are 
three bands who enjoy (or not...) blood 
relatives as band-mates. The first is the 
latest album by The Magic Numbers�’ 

Show
stopper
After cutting his teeth 
as a presenter on 100% 
Entertainment and 
releasing a plethora of 
best-selling albums, 
Show Luo has proved 
himself an all-round 
entertainer. Singing, 
dancing, acting, 
modelling �– you name 
it, Luo has done it. 
Show's music is a blend 
of genres �– from hip 
hop and R'n'B to soul 
and Mandarin pop. 
His seventh album 
Rashomon stays true 
to this, funnelling 
familiar styles with 
new experiments.

Body Clock is a 
heart-thumping track, 
bound for the dance 
floor, while Why Were 
We Together is smoky 
midnight jazz-pop, with 
a hopeful message of 
love. It�’s Luo�’s personal 
album highlight �– and 
with so many winning 
moments to choose 
from, that�’s saying 
a lot.

Sibling revelry
Since the days of The Beach Boys and The Jackson 5, it's been 

intriguing to watch musicians keeping it in the family. This month 
there are new albums from three sibling bands playing on board...

THE CARPENTERS

OASIS
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Romeo and Michele Stodart and Sean 
and Angela Gannon, entitled The 
Runaway. A glorious return, the folk-
fuelled group�’s third album has the 
single The Pulse, a string-laden ballad 
with a grandiose performance from 
singer Romeo. Hurt So Good is backed 
by the soothing, gently haunting 
chants of a vocal orchestra, and the 
wondrous Why Did You Call? recalls 
Fleetwood Mac�’s rawer moments. The 
album contains work by the late Robert 
Kirby, famed for his involvement on 
Nick Drake�’s Five Leaves Left. 

Second up is The Coral�’s fifth 
and perhaps finest album, Butterfly 
House. Brothers James (lead vocals) 
and Ian (drums) Skelly offer a 
selection of tightly composed, mini 
pop masterpieces. Opener More Than 
A Lover is Echo And The Bunnymen�’s 
The Killing Moon in an arm wrestle 
with The Kinks. Refereed by the 
masterful production talents of John 
Leckie (Radiohead, Muse), the album 

is a layered, atmospheric ode to the 
mysteries of love.

Lastly, brothers Greg and Aaron 
Gilbert join forces for Delays�’ latest 
offering, Star Tiger, Star Ariel. In 
exploring the darker elements of 
their sound, with Greg�’s guttural 
guitar and aching falsetto, the band 
have produced an album of intrigue 
and heartfelt angst.
Listen to The Runaway on channel 018, 
Butterfly House on channel 002 and 
Star Tiger, Star Ariel on channel 005, 
all on Music On Demand.

Along came Jones 
It's been more than 40 years, but the underwear keeps on coming!

DELAYSTHE JACKSON 5

THE CORAL

THE MAGIC NUMBERS

Tom �‘The Voice�’ Jones may not be 
the first artist you turn to when you 
think of a contemporary star with 
his finger on the pulse of modern 
music. However, through the ages, 
Jones�’ musical inspiration has become 
increasingly diverse �– he has covered 
tracks by chart-toppers and punk-
rockers alike and collaborated with a 
host of musical stars along the way.

He first reached global critical 
acclaim with his 1965 hit It�’s Not 
Unusual, the first of many number 
ones, while the gently mournful Green, 
Green Grass Of Home was a song close 
to Jones�’ heart �– he often identifies 
himself as a proud Welshman, despite 
the fact he can�’t actually speak any 
Welsh! Jones�’ success has continued 

long into the 21st century, with the 
2000 hit Sex Bomb (ft Mousse T) 
charting at number three in the UK.

However, things weren�’t always 
so rosy for the Welsh stallion. When 
he first broke onto the music scene 
around south Wales, Jones had trouble 
securing a recording contract due to 
the overtly sexual and raucous stage 
shows he had become known for. This 
was something he prided himself on, 
and has preserved up to the present 
day, although he admits that, �‘Women 
are still throwing their undies at me in 
concert. But now the panties are quite a 
bit larger than they used to be!�’
Listen to some of Tom's biggest 
hits on outbound radio channel 01, 
Biography.
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Stand out 
soundtrack
Not surprisingly, the 
Sex And The City 2 
soundtrack is just as 
glitzy and glamorous 
as the film's stars. 
Filled in equal measure 
with camp pop classics 
and edgy offerings 
showcasing the 
finest in America's 
contemporary 
musicians, no show-
stopping stone is 
left unturned by the 
dazzling New York 
foursome. Highlights 
include Liza Minelli's 
energetic rendition of 
Beyoncé's Single Ladies 
(Put A Ring On It), and 
Alicia Keys' masterful 
intro-track, which 
manages to blend 
her interpretation 
of Blondie's Rapture 
with that now iconic 
SATC theme. 
See the movie on 
channel 004 or listen 
to the soundtrack on 
channel 028.

Stars �– don�’t they look young 
nowadays? It�’s not the unrelenting 
strides of technology creating that 
illusion. They just are. To be hot 
in Hollywood right now is to be 
beautiful, talented and youthful. 
Robert Pattinson (main 
image), the British 
heartthrob from the 
world-swallowing 
vampire franchise 
Twilight, is all three in 
one ashen package. 
Interestingly, his break 
came when he was cast 
as Cedric in Harry Potter, a role 
attributed to his telling a fib at the 
audition (he said he liked football 
�– with that hair?). Now one of Time 
Magazine�’s Most Influential People, he 
singlehandedly keeps the Hollywood 
rumour mill greased, his name linked 

to every juicy role in tinseltown, from 
Spiderman to Kurt Cobain. The cult 
of R-Patz shows no sign of abating 
either, as 2011 sees him reprising his 
role as brooding bloodsucker Edward 
Cullen in Twilight �’s final chapter, 

Breaking Dawn.
Michael Cera (pictured 

below) is a very different 
kind of star. Before Nick 
And Norah�’s Infinite Playlist 
most people knew him as 

the unlikely babyfather 
in Juno, or the dork among 

dorks in Superbad alongside 
Jonah Hill. This summer has seen 

him cement his title as the crown 
prince of indie flicks as he takes the 
lead in the Edgar Wright-helmed Scott 
Pilgrim Vs The World. However, his 
career wasn�’t always this cool �– the 
ex-child actor nearly went mainstream 
when he auditioned for the role of the 
troubled boy Cole in The Sixth Sense, 
a role famously played by Haley Joel 
Osment. Wonder what he�’s doing now?

Unlike the other young guns 
exposing their youthful skin to the 
glare of stardom, Get Him To The 
Greek �’s Jonah Hill (inset) is a multi-
tasker. As well as having some Judd 
Apatow-directed comedies under 
his belt, he also writes and produces, 
with an associate producer credit 

on Sacha Baron Cohen�’s comedy 

Meet Hollywood's latest bright young things �– all 
starring in great new  lms on board this month

HOLLYWOOD

YOUNG, GIFTED 
& THE TOAST OF
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Brüno. The son of an accountant for 
Guns N�’ Roses, Hill�’s transformation 
into a Hollywood heavyweight 
continues as he stars opposite Brad 
Pitt in baseball drama Moneyball, 
which is currently filming.  Jaden 
Smith (inset) on the other hand is 
accustomed to Hollywood royalty. 
The son of blockbuster currency Will 
Smith, Jaden is young in the sense 
that he makes every other rising star 
look withered and ready for their big 
comeback vehicle. Not only has 
he played lead in The Karate 
Kid, a film that grossed a 
cool USD 56 million, but 
he performed its theme 
song with megastar Justin 
Bieber. Oh, and he was born 
in 1998.

These bright young things are 
not just dragging down the average 
age on the marquee, they�’re fuelling 
the gossip pages, breaking Twitter and 
revitalising Hollywood. Yet they�’ve 
still got a combined age that�’s less 
than, say, Lauren Bacall. The future of 
movies is in safe hands.

Tune in to Twilight on channel 043, 
Twilight: New Moon on channel 044 and 
Twilight: Eclipse on channel 003; Nick 
And Nora's Infinite Playlist on channel 
041; Get Him To The Greek on channel 
009; or The Karate Kid on channel 033.

The right one
If you haven't yet caught Hollywood 
remake Let Me In �– starring Kick Ass' 

Chloe Moretz and The Road's Kodi 
Smit-McPhee �– at the cinema, tune in 
to the Swedish original, Let The Right 
One In, playing on board this month. 

This stylish thriller is beautiful and 
haunting and, guess what, it's got 

vampires. Surely, with the current 
movie-watching public's thirst for 

blood sucking, it can't fail! 
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TV COMMERCIAL SPOT

(Monthly viewership: 1.36M passengers)

Movies

Singapore Airlines’ offers plenty of movies 

to choose from that cater to an extensive 

and diverse demographic, including popular 

Asian and European favourites.

Short Features

Singapore Airlines’ television line-up offers the 

newest selections from a variety of genres including 

drama, comedy, arts, music, business, sports, lifestyle, 

travel and documentary as well as programmes for 

younger passengers.

INTERACTIVE

5-Second Billboard

(Monthly viewership: 1.36M passengers)

Using the interactive mode on the handset, passengers 

can access the enriching infotainment applications.

AIRSHOW

5-Second Billboard

(Bimonthly viewership: 2.4M passengers)

Airshow is a must-view channel that keeps 

passegers informed of their flight progress and 

destination information throughout the journey.

Availability: 75% of all flight routes*

ON-SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT

Singapore Airlines’ inflight entertainment has been consistently recognized for its high quality programming. 

With 122 movies, over 170 television programmes, 748 CDS, 22 radio channelsand over 80 games, passengers 

have a world of choice at their fingertips.

* Routes excluded at the moment: Milan, Paris, Barcelona, Zurich, Incheon & Sydney (subject to change by Singapore Airlines, depending on aircraft deployment)
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ADVERTISING RATES (US$)

KRISWORLD MAGAZINE (monthly rates)

Inside Back Cover 16,000

Outside Back Cover 18,000

Double Page Spread 20,000

Full Page 12,000

Fixed position premium 15% loading

ON-SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT (monthly rates)

 Movies Short Features

30-second spot 48,000 30,000

45-second spot 60,000 38,000

60-second spot 72,000 45,000

INTERACTIVE SYSTEM (monthly rates)

Movie Menu (Entry/Exit) slide  12,000

TV Menu (Entry/Exit) slide  12,000

Language Menu (Entry) slide  15,000

AIRSHOW

5-second slide 20,000 bimonthly

DEADLINES

 KrisWorld Magazine On-screen Entertainment 

Booking 8 weeks prior to publication 12 weeks prior to publication

Censorship 6 weeks prior to publication 11 weeks prior to publication

Material 5 weeks prior to publication 10 weeks prior to publication

Life through a lens
Movie hits inspired by real life stories 

Meet Roger & Val

Relative harmony
Music’s sibling ventures

122 
Movies

170+ 
TV programmes

748  
CDs

22  
Radio channels

80+  
Games
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MECHANICAL SPECS

KRISWORLD MAGAZINE

Double Page (HxW)

Trim: 260 mm X 356 mm

Bleed: 266 mm X 362 mm

Type: 240 mm X 326 mm

Full Page (HxW)

Trim: 260 mm X 178 mm

Bleed: 266 mm X 184 mm

Type: 240 mm X 148 mm

Advertising file format Print ready pdf

Colour CMYK

High Resolution 300 dpi

Screen line 175 lines per inch

Digital advertising material  High resolution PDF saved in CDR 

accompanied with colour proof 

on glossy art paper

TV Commercial Spot

Storyboard or low-resolution mpeg files to be submitted for censorship purpose.

Movies 1 x 16.9 Betacam SP NTSC 

 3 x 4:3 Betacam SP NTSC 

 1 x 4:3 Betacam SP PAL 

 1 x Betacam VHS (or DVD)

Short Features 2 x 4:3 Betacam SP NTSC 

 1 x VHS (or DVD)

ON-SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT

Interactive & Airshow

Advertising material to be submitted in all 4 formats

Pixels 640x400 320x200 800x530 1280x768

Format Bitmap Bitmap Bitmap GIF

Resolution 72 dpi 72 dpi 72 dpi

Colour depth 24 bit RGB 24 bit RGB 24 bit RGB 8 (or) 16 bit RGB

Colour palette SQ palette is available upon request 256 colour
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

1.  All advertisements in KrisWorld magazine, Sin-
gapore Airlines on-screen entertainment and all 
other forms of media offerings are accepted un-
der the following terms and conditions. No varia-
tion to these terms and conditions is permitted 
unless approved in writing by the respective 
Country Head of Emphasis Media Limited in ei-
ther Hong Kong, Singapore or United Kingdom.

2.  Cancellation or postponement of any advertise-
ment will not be accepted after the booking 
deadline. If the advertiser insists on cancellation 
after the booking deadline, the advertiser will be 
liable to pay 100% of the contracted advertising 
rate.

3.  Cancellation or postponement by the adver-
tiser or the advertising agency of any portion 
of a contract nullifies all earned rate and/or 
frequency discounts for the entire contract. In 
such cases, the advertiser or the advertising 
agency will become liable to the Publisher for 
the difference between the contracted rate and 
the published rate on all of the past insertions. 
Frequency discount applies to those advertise-
ments that have booked to appear within a 
12-month period.

4.  All advertisements are accepted and published 
by the Publisher on the representation of the 
advertiser and the advertising agency that both 
are authorized to publish the entire contents 
and subject matter of the advertisement. The 
advertiser and the advertising agency shall be 
held solely responsible for the contents of the 
advertisements.

5.  In consideration of publication of an advertise-
ment, the advertiser and the advertising agency 
will indemnify and hold harmless the airline, the 
Publisher, the magazine, their officers, agents 
and employees against losses and expenses 
(including legal fees) and losses resulting from 
the publication of the contents in the advertise-
ment, including and without limitation to claims 
or suits for libel, violation of right of privacy, 
defamation, trademark or copyright infringe-
ment, misappropriation or plagiarism.

6.  Execution of an order is subject to the Pub-
lisher’s approval of copy, including display, text 
and illustration.

7.  The Publisher reserves the right to reject any 
advertisement for any reason at any time.

8.  The Publisher reserves the right to change ad-
vertising rates on a 30-day notice.

9.  The Publisher shall not be subject to any liability 
whatsoever for any failure to publish or circulate 
all or any part of any issue for any reason what-
soever including but not limited to strikes, work 
stoppages, accidents, fires and acts of God.

10.  Accredited advertising agency is entitled to 
15% agency commission.

11.  If the advertiser or the advertising agency fails to 
submit material on time, the Publisher reserves 
the right to repeat a previous advertisement of 
the correct size/technical specification or run a 
house ad or blank page. In any case, the adver-
tiser or the advertising agency will be liable to pay 
100% of the contracted advertising rate.

12.  The Publisher reserves the right to add the 
word “advertisement” at the top or anywhere 
within any page that, in the Publisher’s sole 
judgment, too closely resembles the editorial 
pages of the publication.

13.  The advertiser and the advertising agency are 
jointly and severally liable for payment of all 
invoices for advertising placed. The advertiser 
and the advertising agency agree not to make 
promotional or merchandising reference to 
Singapore Airlines and/or Singapore Airlines 
media without the prior written permission of 
the Publisher in each instance.

14.  Payment is due 30 days from the date of 
invoice. All payments should be made in the 
currency as stated on the invoice. All rates are 
quoted as payments due, free of all withhold-
ing, taxes and duties unless specified. The Pub-
lisher reserves the right to ask for prepayment 
from any advertiser or its advertising agency.

15.  Advertising contracts should be made out to 
Emphasis Media Limited.

CONTACT

Spafax Singapore

69A Boat Quay 

Singapore 049857

6536 1146

Spafax Canada 

1179 King Street, Suite 101 

Toronto, Ontario 

M6K 3C5

www.spafax.com


